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QUESTIONS PRESENTED 

 

I. Did the Defendant‟s acts fall within Florida‟s long-arm statute when there was no 

contract to sue upon, no personal injury to allege, the harm alleged hails Texas law, and 

the Defendant‟s presence in the forum was limited to the representation of the Plaintiff in 

his personal injury suit in Texas, and the activities of an independent contractor hired for 

a limited purpose? 

 

 

II. Did the Defendant establish sufficient minimum contacts with the forum state when the 

Defendant did not purposely avail itself of the privilege of doing business in the forum, 

and its presence in the forum was not systematic and continuous such that this Court‟s 

exercise of personal jurisdiction over the Defendant comports with traditional notions of 

fair play and substantial justice? 
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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 

 

 The citizenship of Rayburn, Austin & Mayhew (hereinafter “the Firm”), a partnership 

formed under the laws of Texas, is diverse from Casey Carstairs, as guardian and next friend of 

Edgar Carstairs (hereinafter “the Plaintiff”), a domiciliary of Florida.  The amount in controversy 

exceeds the sum or value of seventy-five thousand dollars, exclusive of interest, fees, and costs.  

As such, this Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1332. 
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STATEMENT OF FACTS 

 

 The Firm is a partnership formed under the laws of Texas.  (Comp. ¶ 3.)  While visiting 

Texas, the Plaintiff was struck by an oil tanker operated by TransOasis Oil Co., Inc.  (Compl. ¶ 

7.)  The Plaintiff sustained injuries and was treated in Texas for several months.  (Compl. ¶ 8.)   

 The Plaintiff returned to his home state of Florida where his sister saw the Firm‟s 

television commercial.  (Carstairs Aff. ¶ 6.)  The Firm contracted with Callosum Media to 

produce the commercial specifically for Texas and the immediately surrounding states.  (Buford 

Aff. ¶ 3.)  Due to the nature of terrestrial-broadcast signals, television commercials sometimes 

reach areas outside their target markets.  (Buford Aff. ¶ 9.)  On its own, Callosum Media posted 

the Firm‟s name and toll-free number on billboards throughout the virtual world of 

ThirdLifeCraft (hereinafter “TLC”).  (Buford Aff. ¶ 8.) 

 The commercial included the Firm‟s name and toll-free number.  (Carstairs Aff. ¶ 6.)  

Approximately 5% of calls to the Firm‟s toll-free number were from Florida.  (Austin Aff. ¶ 7.)  

The majority of Florida calls do not result in representation by the Firm.  (Austin Aff. ¶ 3.)  The 

Plaintiff was and remains the only Florida client the Firm has represented in Texas.  (Austin Aff. 

¶ 12.)   

The Firm filed the Plaintiff‟s suit in Texas against the oil company.  (Austin Aff. ¶ 12.)  

The Plaintiff‟s sister requested the Firm communicate with the Plaintiff via TLC.  (Austin Aff. ¶ 

9.)  The Firm hired an independent contractor with knowledge of TLC, Drew Danverton, to act 

as a liaison between the Firm and the Plaintiff.  (Austin Aff. ¶ 10; Danverton Aff. ¶ 5.)   

One of Danverton‟s duties was discussing the contract for representation with the 

Plaintiff.  (Austin Aff. ¶ 11.)  Danverton had no direct involvement with the lawsuit in Texas.  

(Austin Aff. ¶ 11.)  Danverton kept his full-time position at another Florida law firm while 
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contracting with the Firm.  (Danverton Aff. ¶ 11.)  Danverton was not reimbursed by the Firm 

for expenses he incurred, nor did he receive any employee benefits.  (Danverton Aff. ¶ 11.)   

Danverton explained the terms of the contract to the Plaintiff, which the Plaintiff signed;  

the contract was mailed to the Firm in Texas.  (Danverton Aff. ¶ 8.)  Though his primary task for 

the Firm was completed, Danverton developed an ongoing personal relationship with the 

Plaintiff.  (Danverton Aff. ¶ 9.)  Danverton transferred to Tampa to continue his relationship with 

the Plaintiff.  (Danverton Aff. ¶ 11.)     

The Plaintiff complained to Danverton that he did not see any signs of progress regarding 

his case on TLC.  (Danverton Aff. ¶ 12.)  Danverton personally arranged for Callosum Media to 

alter the Internet billboards to include, “Now representing RockJock in his Texas lawsuit!”  

(Danverton Aff. ¶ 12.)   

The Firm successfully settled the Plaintiff‟s case for $8 million, which was dispersed to 

the Plaintiff, less a contingency fee of 40%.  (Compl. ¶ 11-12.)  The Plaintiff spent all the 

settlement money within a matter of months.  (Compl. ¶ 14.)  The Plaintiff filed suit in Florida 

state court against the Firm alleging malpractice and conversion.  The Plaintiff‟s complaint notes 

the Firm‟s requirement to follow Texas law.  (Compl. ¶ 18.)   

The Firm seasonably filed a Notice of Removal; said Notice was granted.  The Firm 

brings this Motion to Dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction. 

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 

 

 This Court is asked to grant the Defendant‟s Motion to Dismiss for lack of personal 

jurisdiction pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(2).  This Court must examine whether the actions 

of the Firm fall within Florida‟s long-arm statute, and whether asserting specific personal 
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jurisdiction satisfies the constitutional test of sufficient minimum contacts and comports with 

traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice. 

 When the Defendant raises a jurisdictional challenge, the burden shifts to the Plaintiff to 

demonstrate the Defendant‟s acts fall within the scope of the statute, and that the Defendant 

established sufficient minimum contacts in the forum.  The Plaintiff cannot meet this burden. 

 The Firm‟s acts do not fall within the scope of Florida‟s long-arm statute.  A Texas law 

firm is not considered “carrying on business” in Florida by representing one client in a Texas 

suit, and hiring an independent contractor to facilitate communication between the Texas firm 

and the Florida Plaintiff.   

 The Firm has no office, property, or attorneys licensed to practice in Florida.  The harm 

complained of hails Texas law.  The Plaintiff concedes there was no contract upon which to sue, 

or personal injury to allege.  Thus, there is no ability for Florida to hail the Firm pursuant to the 

long-arm statute.  

 The Plaintiff cannot demonstrate the Firm established sufficient minimum contacts to 

constitutionally sustain the exercise of personal jurisdiction.  The Firm did not purposely avail 

itself of the privilege of doing business in Florida.  Its advertising was targeted to Texas.  As the 

Internet billboards were posted without the knowledge or permission of the Firm, they do not 

evidence a deliberate and voluntary choice to solicit business in Florida.   

 The Firm‟s activities in the forum were limited to its representation of the Plaintiff in his 

personal injury suit in Texas.  Once the suit concluded, the Firm‟s contacts with the forum 

ceased.  Thus, the Firm had no systematic and continuous presence in the forum to warrant the 

exercise of personal jurisdiction. 
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 The exercise of personal jurisdiction over the Firm would offend traditional notions of 

fair play and substantial justice.  The Defendant is a small Texas law firm that would be unduly 

burdened by litigation several states away.  The evidence and witnesses related to the Plaintiff‟s 

allegations are in Texas.  Further, because the Firm is made up entirely of attorneys licensed to 

practice in Texas, the State of Florida does not have a manifest interest in how Texas attorneys 

practice law in Texas. 

 Thus, the Plaintiff will fail to establish both the reach of Florida‟s long-arm statute, and 

constitutionally sufficient minimum contacts to assert jurisdiction over the Firm, and this Motion 

to Dismiss should be granted. 

ARGUMENT 

 

A court without personal jurisdiction is powerless to take further action in any case or 

controversy.  See Reed v. Ulmer, 308 F.2d 915, 917 (5th Cir. 1962).  Florida‟s ability to hail an 

out-of-state party into its courts is determined by two separate inquires.  Venetian Salami Co. v. 

Parthenais, 554 So. 2d 499, 502 (Fla. 1989).  First, the complaint must allege sufficient 

jurisdictional facts that fall within the ambit of Florida‟s long-arm statute.  Id.  Second, there 

must be sufficient minimum contacts in the forum state to satisfy Due Process requirements.  Id.     

I.  The Firm’s Acts Do Not Fall Within Florida’s Long-Arm Statute. 

 

 When the plain meaning of a Florida statute is unclear, the federal courts require it to be 

construed as if by the Florida Supreme Court.  Sculptchair, Inc. v. Century Arts, 94 F.3d 623, 

627 (11th Cir. 1996).  If the application of the statute is still in question, the courts are then 

bound by the decisions of the state‟s intermediate appellate courts.  Id.  

 Rayburn, Austin & Mayhew is a Texas law firm.  The Firm‟s acts, all performed on 

Texas soil, do not fall within the purview of Florida‟s long-arm statute, as defined in  
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§ 48.193(1).  Because the Firm‟s contacts with the forum are isolated and minimal, they do not 

fall anywhere within the statue for three reasons.   

 First, the Firm does not carry on general business practices in Florida by representing one 

client and hiring an independent contractor present in the forum.  Second, the Firm‟s alleged 

tortious acts hail Texas law, not Florida‟s.  Third, any injury alleged by the Plaintiff is beyond 

the reach of the long-arm statute when it is financial loss involving a non-actionable contract.  As 

such, Florida cannot exercise personal jurisdiction over the Firm, and this Motion to Dismiss 

should be granted.   

A.     A Texas Firm is Not Carrying On Business in Florida When Its Sole Presence in the 

Forum Involves One Client and One Independent Contractor Hired for a Limited 

Purpose. 

  

 To say an out-of-state defendant is carrying on business in Florida, the Eleventh Circuit 

looks to the collected activities of the defendant for evidence of a general course of business 

activity in Florida for a pecuniary benefit.  Horizon Aggressive Growth v. Rothstein-Kass, P.A., 

421 F.3d 1162, 1167 (11th Cir. 2005).  Factors considered are the presence and operation of an 

office, the possession and maintenance of a license to do business, the number of Florida clients 

served, and the percentage of overall revenue realized from those clients.  Id. at 1167.  Thus, 

providing professional services outside the forum for the benefit of a Florida citizen does not 

evince a general course of business activity.  Id.   

 In Horizon, the court found that “carrying on business” is not shown when the 

corporation operates their California office as if in Florida.  Id.  The appellee was an out-of-state 

auditing company that physically performed all negotiations and rendered all services from its 

California office, with only a remote access into Florida.  Id. at 1168.  The court found this 

arrangement fell short of meeting the statute‟s requirements.  Id.    
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 To exercise personal jurisdiction over an out-of-state employer as a result of the acts of 

an individual employee‟s presence in the forum hinges on whether that employee is an agent or 

an independent contractor.  Sculptchair, 94 F.3d at 628.  The existence of a true agency 

relationship depends on the degree of control exercised by the principal.  Id.  at 629 (citing Dorse 

v. Armstrong World Indus., 513 So. 2d 1265, 1268 (Fla. 1987)).  If the principal controls only 

the outcome of the relationship, and not the means to get there, a true agency relationship does 

not exist.  Id.   

 In Sculptchair, the court found the employee acted as an independent contractor, and did 

not allow Florida to hail the out-of-state employer into its courts.  Id. at 629.  The court noted the 

lack of evidence that the principal exercised any type of “meaningful control over the means 

employed by [the employee] to market the product.”  Id.  Indeed, the employee set her own 

hours, chose her own marketing methods, and characterized her position as that of an 

independent contractor.  Id.   

 The Firm‟s office and place of business are in Texas.  Similar to Horizon, the Firm 

physically performs the work in their own state with only remote access into Florida.  The 

present facts are also distinguished from Horizon in that the Firm does not engage in business in 

Florida; the Plaintiff is their first and only client there.  None of the Firm‟s attorneys are licensed 

to practice in Florida.  Though there is no dispute as to a pecuniary benefit, a “general course of 

business” is not shown by the representation of one Florida client in a Texas law suit.   

 The Plaintiff cannot assert that any acts of the Firm‟s independent contractor – Drew 

Danverton – imputes jurisdiction over the Firm.  This assertion would be misplaced.  It is 

undisputed that Danverton was hired solely for his knowledge of the virtual world of TLC, a 
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website suggested to the Firm by the Plaintiff‟s sister as the preferred means of communication.  

Danverton‟s duties were limited to relaying information between the Firm and the Plaintiff. 

 Similar to the appellee in Sculptchair, whose independent contractor “did her own thing,” 

the Firm had no control over the methods Danverton employed to obtain the Plaintiff‟s signature 

on the contract.  The degree of control was limited because the service Danverton provided – his 

knowledge of TLC – was different than what the Firm ordinarily provides – legal services.  This 

distinguishes the case at bar from those cases in which the employee provides the same services 

in the forum state as the employer provides in its home state.  Thus, the actions of the 

independent contractor do not impute jurisdiction over the Firm.   

B.  Any Alleged Tortious Act Hails Texas law, not Florida Law.   

 The courts are divided as to the extent of the scope of “committing a tortious act within 

the state,” and whether this language includes a foreign tortious act resulting in injury in Florida.  

Posner v. Essex Ins. Co., 178 F.3d 1209, 1216 (11th Cir. 1999).  Actual physical presence in 

Florida is no longer required because of modern abilities to conduct business via wireless 

communications.  Wendt v. Horowitz, 822 So. 2d 1252, 1257-58 (Fla. 2002).  Thus, to extend 

the scope of the statute to include foreign tortious acts, the communications and cause of action 

must connect.  Id.  The connection hinges on proof of the existence or content of any 

communications into Florida.  Horizon, 421 F.3d at 1168.     

1. The Scope of Fla. Stat. § 48.193(1)(b) Does Not Extend to a Negligence 

Cause of Action Based on Texas Law.    

 

An intentional tort resulting in injury in Florida can subject the foreign corporation to 

Florida‟s jurisdiction.  Sunbank N.A. v. Hutton & Co., 926 F.2d 1030, 1033 (11th Cir. 1991).  

The court extended the scope of § 48.193(1)(b) to include a negligent tort by an out-of-state 

defendant resulting in injury to a Florida resident.  Robinson v. Giarmarco & Bill, P.C., 74 F.3d 
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253, 257 (11th Cir. 1996).  The trend is to apply § 48.193(1)(b) to the out-of state defendant who 

commits a negligent tort in violation of Florida law.  See Execu-Tech Bus. Sys. v. New Oji Paper 

Co., 752 So. 2d 582, 585 (Fla. 2000) (out-of-state negligent conduct violating a Florida Act 

subjects defendant to jurisdiction under subsection 1(b)); Robinson, 74 F.3d at 257 (jurisdiction 

proper over out-of-state attorney‟s negligent representations that administered Florida law and 

caused damage to Florida property).    

In Harris v. Shuttleworth and Ingersoll, P.C., 831 So. 2d 706 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2002), 

the appellant contacted an Iowa law firm to prepare a trust document concerning Iowa property.  

Id. at 706-08.  The firm sent correspondence, and an employee of the firm traveled to Florida to 

discuss the Iowa trust.  Id. at 707.  The court found these acts insufficient to sustain personal 

jurisdiction under § 48.193(1)(b).  Id. at 708.   

The Plaintiff‟s cause of action alleges negligence by the Firm in violation of Texas law.  

This is distinguished from Robinson, where the negligence suit was against an out-of-state 

attorney who drafted a will and trust agreement for a Florida resident referencing Florida law.  In 

Robinson, § 48.193(1)(b) applied because the attorney‟s acts asserted Florida law, and the 

agreement between the parties expressly hailed Florida law.  In contrast, the agreement between 

the Plaintiff and the Firm expressly hails Texas law when it cites the duties owed under the 

Texas Disciplinary Rules.   

Thus, the present case is more analogous to Harris, in that it concerns an out-of-state 

attorney‟s acts that allegedly violate out-of-state law.  The rationale for the policy of not hailing 

into Florida courts those out-of-state defendants who provide assistance with out-of-state matters 

is for the benefit of Florida residents.  If the rights of a Florida resident are violated out-of-state, 
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an out-of-state attorney should not hesitate to accept that case for fear of being hailed into 

Florida to face litigation. 

Further, the Firm‟s remote access to Florida is not a direct connection to the cause of 

action; its actions occurred in Texas.  As outlined in Horizon, the scope of the statute regarding 

communications can only extend if the cause of action hinges on the existence of the 

communications.  Here, the existence of communications between the Firm and the Plaintiff is 

not in dispute.  Under the rule established in Wendt, § 48.193(1)(b) fails because there is no 

connection between the cause of action and the communications between the Firm and the 

Plaintiff.     

2.  A Vague Conspiracy Allegation Fails When No Conspiratorial 

Relationship is Established.    

 

The Plaintiff cannot assert a conspiracy to cause harm in Florida because there is no 

actionable conspiracy that includes an underlying tort.  Posner, 178 F.3d at 1217.  In Posner, the 

complaint alleged conspiracy to cause harm by denying insurance claims - which was not a tort 

under Florida law - and failed to establish a conspiracy to commit a tort.  Id. at 1218.  Though 

the Eleventh Circuit historically applies a broad interpretation of § 48.193(1)(b), it is reluctant to 

extend its reach to include “an allegation of injury to the business interest of a Florida plaintiff 

where that interest is located entirely outside of Florida.”  Id. at 1220.   

The burden is on the Plaintiff to establish the existence of a conspiratorial relationship.  

Snow v. DirecTV, 450 F.3d 1314, 1318 (11th Cir. 2006).  In Snow, the court denied the presence 

of a conspiracy between co-defendants Yarmuth, DirecTV, and Stump.  Id.  Because the 

appellant failed to make factual allegations concerning an agency relationship, § 48.193(1)(b) 

was not met.  Id.  The court found the complaint‟s vague allegations of a conspiracy to commit a 

tort insufficient, and denied the exercise of personal jurisdiction.  Id.    
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In the present case, any allegation by the Plaintiff of a conspiracy would be similarly 

vague.  The relationship between the Firm and its independent contractor was limited in both 

scope and duration.  Also, as in Posner, the Plaintiff‟s business interest is located outside of 

Florida.     

The Plaintiff hired the Firm to represent him in a personal injury action in Texas.  The 

Plaintiff‟s financial interest (the $8 million settlement) was received in Texas.  The Firm did not 

become a member of any alleged conspiracy when it hired Danverton for the limited purpose of 

interpreting the virtual world of TLC.  Thus, the alleged tortious act hails Texas law, and no 

conspiracy existed.   

C.   Because Financial Loss is Not Physical Injury and the Contract is Not Actionable, the 

Firm’s Acts Do Not Fall Within the Ambit of Florida’s Long-Arm Statute. 

 

 First, subsection (1)(g) cannot apply when a breach of a contract occurs in Florida.  Fla. 

Stat. § 48.193 (2006).  Nevertheless, the Plaintiff concedes in his complaint that the contract is 

not the subject of his cause of action.   

 Second, subsection (1)(f) cannot apply because it is a well-established principle that 

personal injury does not include financial loss.  Sculptchair, 94 F.3d at 629.  See also Aetna Life 

& Casualty Co. v. Therm-O-Disc, Inc., 511 So. 2d 992 (Fla. 1987) (Florida Supreme Court 

establishes the principle that financial loss is not the intent of legislature under this subsection).  

Should this Court find financial loss equal to personal injury, § 48.193(1)(f)(1) requires a 

showing that the out-of-state defendant solicited business in Florida.   

The principle established in Sculptchair takes the Plaintiff‟s allegations out of this section 

of Florida‟s long-arm statute.  The Plaintiff asserts financial loss, and the Firm‟s acts did not rise 

to the level of “soliciting business” in Florida.  The Firm‟s television commercial, designed to 

target Texas and the surrounding states, inadvertently aired in Florida due to the nature of 
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terrestrial-broadcast signals.  The Internet advertisements were posted without the Firm‟s 

knowledge or permission.  Thus, there is a distinctive absence of “soliciting business.”  As there 

is no personal injury or solicitation, §48.193(1)(f)(1) cannot apply. 

 Because the Firm does not carry on general business practices in Florida, the Firm‟s 

alleged tortious acts hail Texas law, and the injury alleged by the Plaintiff is financial loss 

involving a non-actionable contract, Florida‟s long-arm statute does not apply.  As such, Florida 

cannot exercise personal jurisdiction over the Firm, and this Motion to Dismiss should be 

granted.   

II.  The Exercise of Specific Personal Jurisdiction by a Florida Court over a Texas Law 

Firm Violates the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.   

  

 The Due Process Clause “gives a degree of predictability to the legal system that allows 

potential defendants to structure their primary conduct with some minimum assurance as to 

where that conduct will and will not render them liable to suit.”  World-Wide Volkswagen v. 

Woodson, 444 U.S. 286, 297 (1980).  A court‟s specific jurisdiction over a defendant is 

established when the basis for a plaintiff‟s claim is related to or arises out of the defendant‟s 

contacts with the forum.  Pennzoil Products Co. v. Colelli & Assoc., Inc., 149 F.3d 197, 201 (3d 

Cir. 1998).  A court must determine if a defendant has established sufficient minimum contacts 

to have “reasonably anticipated being haled into court there,” World-Wide, 444 U.S. at 297, and 

may explore whether asserting personal jurisdiction comports with “traditional notions of fair 

play and substantial justice.”  Int‟l Shoe Co. v. Washington, 326 U.S. 310, 320 (1945).   

 This Motion to Dismiss should be granted for three reasons.  First, the Plaintiff cannot 

establish the Firm had sufficient minimum contacts because the Firm did not purposely avail 

itself of the privilege of doing business in Florida.  Rather, the Firm‟s contacts were isolated, 

consisting of the representation of but a single Florida client in a personal injury suit in Texas.  
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The Firm did not target its advertising to Florida, and had no office, licensed attorneys, or 

property there.   

 Second, the Firm‟s activities do not evince a systematic and continuous presence in 

Florida to sustain personal jurisdiction.  The Firm‟s activities were limited to those of an 

independent contractor hired to facilitate communication between the Firm and the Plaintiff.  

This arrangement generated no new business, the contractor was paid no commissions, and once 

its representation of the Plaintiff concluded, the Firm‟s contacts with Florida ceased.   

 Finally, asserting specific jurisdiction over the Firm offends traditional notions of fair 

play and substantial justice.  Rayburn, Austin & Mayhew is a small Texas firm that would be 

unduly burdened by litigation several states away.  The majority of witnesses and evidence 

related to the Plaintiff‟s allegations are in Texas.  Also, the Firm‟s representation of the Plaintiff 

was not knowingly injurious.  Indeed, the Firm obtained an eight-million dollar settlement for its 

client.  As such, subjecting the Firm to the jurisdiction of a Florida court is neither logical nor 

just. 

A. The Plaintiff Cannot Meet Its Burden to Demonstrate the Firm’s Sufficient Minimum 

Contacts with the Forum.  

 

 In determining a defendant‟s minimum contacts, the court examines both the quality and 

nature of the activities in relation to the fair and orderly administration of the laws the Due 

Process Clause aims to insure.  Int‟l Shoe, 326 U.S. at 319.  When a defendant voluntarily 

chooses to conduct activities within a state – to purposely avail itself of the privilege of 

conducting business there - it invokes the benefits and protections of its laws, and accepts a 

reciprocal duty to answer for its in-state activities in local courts.  Hanson v. Denckla, 357 U.S. 

235, 253 (1958).    
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 Though a single contact may suffice to establish minimum contacts, McGee v. Int‟l Life 

Ins. Co., 355 U.S. 220 (1957), it cannot be isolated or casual.  Int‟l Shoe, 326 U.S. at 318.  

Rather, the defendant must have made a deliberate choice to relate to the forum in a meaningful 

way before it can be made to bear the burden of defending there.  Id. at 319.  

1. Florida Has No Basis for Jurisdiction, Since the Defendant Did Not Avail 

Itself of the Privilege of Conducting Business in Florida. 

 

 In a case where the assertion of specific jurisdiction was appropriate, the Third
 
Circuit 

found purposeful availment by the appellee when it derived financial benefits from its 

customers‟ sales of oil to Pennsylvania refineries.  Pennzoil, 149 F.3d at 207.  The court took 

particular notice of the appellee‟s desire to preserve its relationship with the appellant‟s refinery 

by conforming its product to Pennzoil‟s specifications.  Id.   

 In contrast, the Texas Court of Appeals would not assert specific jurisdiction over an 

Arkansas company whose activities in the forum were phone calls and a faxed quote to the 

appellee – its only Texas customer.  J.A. Riggs Tractor Co. v. Bentley, 209 S.E.3d 322 (Tex. 

App. 2006).  Riggs was a Caterpillar franchisee in Arkansas, and as a general rule, referred out-

of-state inquiries to franchisees in their relevant states.  Id.  The appellee made initial contact 

with Riggs after seeing the company‟s informational website.  Id. at 329.  The appellee gave 

Riggs specifications for a generator; Riggs faxed a price quote and credit application to him.  Id. 

at 330.  The deal went sour; the appellee sued for breach of contract.  Id.   

 At trial, the court found the faxed quote, credit application, and phone calls indicated 

Riggs‟ purposeful availment.  Id.  The Court of Appeals disagreed, finding instead that the 

contact was “largely incidental.”  Id. at 334.  The court found Riggs‟s general rule of re-routing 

out-of-state inquiries indicated he structured his business so as to avoid markets outside of 

Arkansas.  Id. at 335.   
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 The case at bar is distinguished from Pennzoil in that unlike the appellee there, the Firm 

had no product to market in Florida.  Indeed, its only „product‟ was its legal services in Texas.  

Though the Firm received a few calls on its toll-free line from Florida citizens other than the 

Plaintiff, unlike Pennzoil, it made no effort to conform its operations to the Florida market, such 

as obtaining office space or hiring attorneys licensed to practice there.     

 Rather, the present case is similar to Riggs.  Like Riggs, whose advertising focused on 

the Arkansas market, the Firm‟s advertising was directed specifically to Texas.  The Firm‟s 

advertising, like Riggs‟s website, provided only the Firm‟s name and toll-free number.  In Riggs, 

contact with the forum was initiated by the appellee, and this comprised Riggs‟s only contact 

with the forum.  Here also, contact with the Firm was initiated by the Plaintiff, and comprised the 

Firm‟s sole contact with Florida.  Finally, the activities in which Riggs engaged toward the sale 

of the generator took place in Arkansas, not the forum.  In the case at bar, the Firm‟s activities 

related to its representation of the Plaintiff took place in Texas, not Florida.  

 Similar to the holding in Riggs, this Court should find the evidence insufficient to 

demonstrate a deliberate choice by the Firm to relate to the forum in a meaningful way, and grant 

this Motion to Dismiss. 

2.  Jurisdiction Cannot Be Constitutionally Sustained on the Basis of Passive 

Advertising. 

 

 The Internet is a global “super-network” that makes it possible to conduct business 

throughout the world entirely from a desktop.  Zippo Mfg. Co. v. Zippo Dot Com, Inc., 952 F. 

Supp. 1119, 1124 (W.D. Pa. 1997).  “The likelihood that personal jurisdiction can be 

constitutionally exercised is directly proportionate to the nature and quality of commercial 

activity that an entity conducts over the Internet.”  Id.    
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 The court in Zippo defined three levels of Internet activity for the purpose of determining 

personal jurisdiction.  The court found jurisdiction is proper where a defendant is “clearly 

[doing] business over the Internet,” such as entering into contracts with residents of a foreign 

jurisdiction, or knowingly and repeatedly transmitting computer files.  Id.   In contrast, a 

“passive” website does “little more than make information available to those who are interested;” 

such limited activity is insufficient grounds for exercising personal jurisdiction.  Id.  In between 

are interactive sites where visitors exchange information with the host computer.  In such cases, 

the court examines the level of interactivity and the commercial nature of the exchange.  Id.   

 In a case alleging the unlawful confiscation of virtual property, the court found the 

exercise of personal jurisdiction over the website operator was proper because its marketing 

efforts provided sufficient minimum contacts.  Bragg v. Linden Research, Inc., 487 F. Supp. 2d 

593, 600 (2007).  The defendant in Bragg operated a role-playing game set in a virtual world, 

“Second Life,” where participants buy virtual property, form contracts, and join social 

organizations.  Id. at 595.  The defendant engaged in a national marketing campaign (an 

infomercial) to induce participants to make more interactive contact with “Second Life” by 

placing orders via its toll-free number.  Id. at 599.  As part of this campaign, Bragg himself made 

representations about Second Life that were distributed nationally, including in the forum state.  

Id. at 600.  

 After a dispute over a virtual property purchase, Bragg‟s account was frozen and all his 

virtual property was confiscated by the defendant.  Id. at 597.  Bragg filed suit, claiming unfair 

and deceptive practices; the defendant replied with a Motion to Dismiss.  Id.   

 The court reasoned that a national advertising campaign provides the basis for specific 

jurisdiction if the defendant knowingly conducts business with forum state residents, as this 
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demonstrates purposeful availment of the privilege of doing business in the forum.  Id. at 599.  

The court found the defendant‟s website was interactive based on the Zippo definitions, and 

reasoned that its use of a toll-free number to place orders “destroy[ed] any semblance of . . . 

passive advertising.”  Id.   

 In contrast, the court in Mink v. AAAA Development LLC, 190 F.3d 333 (5th Cir. 1999), 

refused to exercise personal jurisdiction over a website operator.  Mink, a Texas resident, 

developed a computer program for the retail furniture business.  Id. at 334.  The software was 

patent-pending and Mink submitted a copyright application to the U.S. Copyright Office.  Id.  At 

a trade show, Mink met a party interested in marketing the software with him.  Id. at 335.  

Within a few months, Mink alleged the software had been shared with the appellee, a Vermont 

corporation.  The appellee advertised the software in a national trade journal and on its website, 

prompting Mink to file suit in Texas.  Id.   

 The District Court granted the appellee‟s Motion to Dismiss for lack of personal 

jurisdiction; Mink file a motion for reconsideration, which was denied.  An appeal followed.  Id. 

 In affirming the lower court, the Fifth Circuit found the appellee‟s site provided 

information about its products, a printable mail-in order form, a toll-free number, and an e-mail 

address.  Id. at 336-37.  As designed and maintained, visitors could not place orders over the 

Internet, engage in business transactions, or enter into contracts.  Id. at 337.  The court concluded 

that the website could not be classified “as anything more than passive advertisement which is 

not grounds for the exercise of personal jurisdiction.”  Id. (citing Zippo, 952 F. Supp. at 1124).   

 Though both Bragg and Mink present radically different examples of website 

interactivity, the case at bar is distinguished from both in one critical respect: the Firm did not 

contract for or otherwise authorize Callosum Media or Drew Danverton to post an advertisement 
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in the virtual world of TLC.  Unlike the appellees in Bragg and Mink, who maintained their 

websites and controlled their level of interactivity, the Firm was not once consulted about 

advertising on TLC, and had no control over the ad‟s content or placement within TLC‟s virtual 

world.   

 It is undisputed that Callosum Media authorized the Internet billboards without approval 

from the Firm.  It is also undisputed that Danverton authorized Callosum Media to alter the 

billboards to include the Firm‟s representation of the Plaintiff, and did so without approval from 

the Firm.  Thus, the Internet ads cannot be considered “purposeful availment” of the forum, as 

they were not the result of the Firm‟s deliberate or voluntary action. 

 However, assuming arguendo that the Firm should have known Callosum Media and/or 

Danverton placed the ads, further distinctions must be considered.  The case at bar is indeed 

wholly distinguished from Bragg, in which the court determined “Second Life” to be 

“interactive.”  In Bragg, visitors to the site could view and purchase virtual property, and interact 

with others during virtual town hall meetings.  In sharp contrast to Bragg, the Internet “presence” 

of the Firm was limited to billboards scattered about the virtual world of TLC – billboards that at 

first included nothing more than the Firm‟s name and toll-free number, and were later altered to 

include “Now representing RockJock in his Texas lawsuit!” 

 Indeed, the present case is more similar to Mink, where the appellee maintained a website 

the court found to be “passive.”  Similar to the site in Mink, which did not allow for direct 

communication with the company or online ordering, the Firm‟s Internet presence was 

informational only – an advertisement of its toll-free number.  Visitors to the virtual world of 

TLC could not communicate directly with the Firm over the Internet.    
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 In light of the undisputed facts surrounding the Firm‟s Internet presence, this Court 

should find the Firm did not purposely avail itself of the forum, and its passive advertising is 

insufficient grounds to support the exercise of personal jurisdiction.  Thus, this Motion to 

Dismiss should be granted. 

3. Jurisdiction Cannot be Constitutionally Sustained When the Activities of an 

Independent Contractor Do Not Evidence a Systematic and Continuous Presence 

in the Forum. 

 

 The term “presence” is used to symbolize the activities of a corporation‟s agent within 

the state that courts will deem sufficient to satisfy the demands of due process.  Int‟l Shoe, 326 

U.S. 310, 317.  Presence in the forum has “never been doubted when the activities . . . have . . . 

been continuous and systematic.”  Id.  Conversely, it is generally recognized that the casual 

presence of a corporate agent, or even his conduct of single or isolated activities in the 

corporation‟s behalf are not enough to subject it to suit on causes of action unconnected with 

those activities.  Id.    

 The Court in Int‟l Shoe examined the activities of the appellant, a Delaware corporation, 

to determine whether it could be subject to suit in Washington for failing to contribute to the 

state‟s unemployment compensation fund.  Id. at 311.  The Court found the activities of the 

corporation‟s salesmen were both “systematic and continuous” such that the exercise of personal 

jurisdiction was appropriate.  Id. at 320.   

 Though the corporation had no office in the state and made no contracts for the sale or 

purchase of merchandise there, the salesmen lived in Washington, their principle activities were 

confined to Washington, and they rented showroom space there, with rental fees paid by the 

corporation.  Id. at 313-14.  The salesmen were paid a commission based on the amount of their 

sales in Washington.  Id. at 313.   
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 The arrangement resulted in a large volume of merchandise regularly shipped by Int‟l 

Shoe to purchasers in Washington.  Id. at 315.  Based on the nature and quality of the 

corporation‟s activities, the Court found the contacts neither irregular nor casual, but systematic 

and continuous such that the exercise of personal jurisdiction was justified.  Id. at 320.  

 In contrast to Int‟l Shoe, whose salesmen in Washington were numerous, the case at bar 

involves the activities of one Florida resident – Drew Danverton - contracted by the Firm to act 

as a liaison between it and the Plaintiff.  At the suggestion of the Plaintiff‟s sister, the Firm was 

encouraged to communicate with the Plaintiff via the virtual world of TLC; Danverton was hired 

specifically because he was a knowledgeable user of the site. 

 Unlike the salesmen in Int‟l Shoe, whose renting of showroom space, exhibiting wares, 

and soliciting sales from forum residents were deemed systematic and continuous over a period 

of several years, Danverton‟s activities were extremely limited.  The scope of his employment 

was explaining the terms of the contract to this one Plaintiff, forwarding the signed contract to 

the Firm in Texas, and relaying information between the Firm and the Plaintiff.   

 Danverton‟s duties were so limited, he continued his full-time employment while 

completing tasks for the Firm.  Unlike Int‟l Shoe, which paid the salesmen‟s expenses and 

commissions, as an independent contractor, Danverton was not reimbursed for expenses or paid 

a commission, and received no standard employee benefits.   

 The Court in Int‟l Shoe noted that the salesmen‟s practices in Washington resulted in a 

large volume of merchandise regularly shipped to purchasers there.  There is no such comparison 

to be made here.  The Firm‟s volume of business in the forum was this one Plaintiff, and all 

contact ceased once the Plaintiff‟s Texas case was settled.  Thus, the Firm‟s activities do not 

demonstrate a “systematic and continuous” presence in Florida. 
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 The Plaintiff cannot demonstrate sufficient minimum contacts to warrant the exercise of 

personal jurisdiction.  The Firm did not purposely avail itself of the forum through its television 

commercial; the Internet ads were posted without its knowledge or consent; and its independent 

contractor‟s activities were limited to one plaintiff, did not generate additional business within 

the forum, ceased once the Plaintiff‟s Texas suit had concluded, and thus cannot be considered 

evidence of a systematic and continuous presence in the forum.  Hence, the exercise of personal 

jurisdiction over the Firm cannot be constitutionally sustained, and this Motion to Dismiss 

should be granted. 

B. The Assertion of Personal Jurisdiction Over the Firm Would Be Unduly Burdensome 

to the Firm and of Little Interest to the Forum. 

 

 The Due Process Clause protects a defendant‟s liberty interest in “not being subject to the 

binding judgments of a forum with which he has established no meaningful contacts, ties, or 

relations.”  Burger King Corp. v. Rudzewicz, 471 U.S. 462, 472 (1985).  A state has a “manifest 

interest” in providing its citizens effective redress for injuries inflicted by out-of-state actors.  Id.  

After a defendant‟s minimum contacts are established, they may be considered in light of other 

factors to determine whether asserting personal jurisdiction would offend traditional notions of 

“fair play and substantial justice.”  Int‟l Shoe, 326 U.S. at 320.   

“Courts . . .  may evaluate the burden on the defendant, the forum state‟s interest 

in adjudicating the dispute, the plaintiff‟s interest in obtaining convenient and 

effective relief, the interstate judicial system‟s interest in obtaining the most 

efficient resolution of controversies, and the shared interest in several states in 

furthering fundamental substantive social policies.”   

 

World-Wide, 444 U.S. at 292.     

 In Bragg, the court found the defendant was financially capable of litigating in the forum, 

and had an attorney there.  Id. at 602.  The court found Pennsylvania had a substantial interest in 

protecting its residents from the defendant‟s allegedly misleading representations, and an interest 
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in vindicating Bragg‟s rights.  Id.  The court found that Bragg could obtain effective and 

convenient relief in Pennsylvania, and found that asserting personal jurisdiction was proper.  Id.   

 The case at bar is distinguished from Bragg in that unlike the defendant in that case, the 

Firm is a small Texas partnership that would be unduly burdened by litigating several states 

away.  Unlike Bragg, the Firm has no office or attorneys licensed to practice in Florida.  Further, 

the majority of witnesses and evidence related to the underlying complaints of malpractice and 

conversion are in Texas.   

 In Bragg, the appellee engaged in a national marketing campaign that included Bragg 

himself in the alleged misrepresentations.  In contrast, the Firm‟s activities related to this one 

Plaintiff – they were not directed to Florida, or part of a national campaign, and the Firm did not 

include the Plaintiff in its advertising. 

  The court in Bragg found Pennsylvania had a substantial interest in protecting its 

residents from unscrupulous defendants.  In contrast, the Plaintiff‟s personal injury suit was filed 

in Texas; the State of Florida has little interest in adjudicating the dispute.  The Firm is a 

partnership formed under the laws of Texas, its attorneys are licensed to practice in Texas, and 

would be subject to discipline under the laws of Texas.  It is the State of Texas that has a 

manifest interest in how its businesses operate and in providing effective means of redress for 

those who are wronged by a Texas business. 

 In light of these facts, a Florida court asserting personal jurisdiction over a Texas law 

firm offends traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice.  As such, this Motion to 

Dismiss should be granted. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

 For the foregoing reasons, this Court should grant the Defendant Motion to Dismiss the 

Plaintiff‟s action for lack of specific personal jurisdiction. 

 

 

       Respectfully submitted, 

       __________________________ 
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